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About Blairlogie Living & Learning Inc.

Blairlogie is a non-profit community service organisation, governed by a voluntary Board of Management. We have 
been providing supports to adults with a disability since 1987.

We are funded by the Victorian Government, Department of Human Services. We are a registered Disability Service 
Provider and comply with the Disability Act 2006. 

The organisation is managed by a highly skilled and enthusiastic leadership team that are committed to providing 
quality supports to each person that is part of our organisation.

We exist to:

• Provide opportunities for people with a disability to pursue interests, achieve goals and participate in community life

• Empower people with a disability to make decisions and choices on matters that affect them

• Extend the skills, knowledge and experiences of people with a disability

• Respond to the needs of people with a disability and their families and carers

• Allow people with a disability to experience maximum independence

• Enable people with a disability to make social and economic contributions to the community .

VISION
Blairlogie to be acknowledged and valued as a community based 
organisation, offering quality services that are client focused while at the 
same time offering a valuable resource and facility to the local community.

MISSION
Blairlogie is committed to enhancing each person’s opportunities for 
continued education, social integration and employment.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION
Strengthening our governance, management and operation functions to 
ensure continuing and expanding value to both Clients and the Community.

Blairlogie Living & Learning Inc. 
PO Box 1440, PEARCEDALE 3912 VIC

Telephone: (03) 5978 7900 
Facsimile: (03) 5978 7922

www.blairlogie.org
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

PRESIDENT

Mrs. Carol Pollard.

Carol has been involved with Blairlogie 
from its very beginning in 1984, firstly 
on the steering committee then on the 
Board of Management.  She has been 
President since 2004. She is a qualified 
nurse by profession and was a foster 
mum for ten years.  Carol has a daughter 
attending Blairlogie.

VICE-PRESIDENT  

Mr. Ken Scott.

Ken first joined the Board of Management 
in 1995 and was President for seven 
years, during which time he was involved 
in the building of the North Road facility. 
Ken is a retired plumbing teacher, and 
has a son who attends Blairlogie. 

Mr. Colin Butler.

Colin joined the Board of Management 
in 2006. He is a businessman and real 
estate agent, former mayor of the city of 
Casey, member and charter president of 
the Lions Club of Balla Balla, chairman 
of the Cranbourne Racing Centre, Board 
Member of Casey Scorpions Football 
Club and Committee member and Junior 
Coordinator of Tooradin Dalmore Football 
Club. Colin has been a local resident for 
30 years.

HONORY TREASURER  

Mr. Peter Eaton.

Peter has been a Board member at 
Blairlogie since 2002. He is a qualified Civil 
Engineer with over 35 years experience 
in water supply with Melbourne Water 
and the State Rivers & Water Supply 
Commission.  Now working part-time 
with Melbourne Water, he has a son who 
attends Blairlogie.

Ms Julia Hebb .
Julia joined the Board in 2013. She is a 
Certified Practising Accountant with over 
20 years’ experience in the multinational 
Corporate environment working in the 
strategic and operational arena. She holds 
a Degree in Accounting and a Masters 
of Business Administration. Julia has 
completed the Company Directors Course 
through the Australian Institute of Company 
Directors. Julia is passionate about working 
with Blairlogie on strategic positioning to 
see the organisation succeed and grow in 
a time of change. 
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LEADERSHIP TEAM

Carolyn Carr, Chief Executive Officer

Carolyn was appointed Chief Executive Officer of Blairlogie in November 2012.   

Carolyn has worked in the disability sector since 1999.  She has held positions in both community based 
organisations and State Government.  She has extensive experience in Management and Leadership and 
enjoys leading a team to achieve set organisational goals. Carolyn is a strong believer in people with a disability 
having maximum control over their lives and being empowered to make decisions that affect them. 

As Chief Executive Officer Carolyn has overall responsibility for implementing the organisational Strategic Plan, 
as well as providing leadership, innovation and advocacy that ensures the delivery of a high quality  service. 

Carolyn is also responsible for the financial management   of the organisation.  Carolyn says that  one of the most  
enjoyable aspects of her role is the community and stakeholder engagement. 

Shannon Conway, Client Services Manager

Shannon has been working in the not-for profit Community Services Sector since the beginning of 2003.

Shannon started working in the sector in a residential setting before moving across to community support.   
Shannon commenced at Blairlogie Living and Learning in 2009 in the role of Assistant program Manager and 
progressed to Client Services Manager in 2011 where she continues to strive to provide quality service.  

Shannon is passionate about seeing people achieve personal goals and is creative in designing supports to 
meet the needs of individuals. 

As Client Services Manager, Shannon is responsible for developing and implementing strategic initiatives 
that lead to achieving the best possible outcomes for  the people supported by Blairlogie. 

Shannon enjoys the dynamic and rewarding nature of her job. Shannon loves the challenge of learning new 
things and is excited about the future of the disability sector and Blairlogie. 

Beverley Connor, Corporate Services Manager

Bev has worked at Blairlogie since March 2007, coming from a banking background she holds both banking 
and accounting qualifications. 

Bev has seen a lot of change in her years with Blairlogie, including the number of people supported almost 
double.

Bev says that she enjoys working at Blairlogie as she sees the daily the difference we are making in people’s 
lives. She also sees the organisation constantly striving to provide quality service. 

Bev’s areas of responsibilities include transport, property maintenance, finance, OH & S and quality. 

Chantele Leigh, Assistant Program Manager

Chantele has been working in the disability sector since 2005.  Chantele started her career as a 17- ‐year- ‐
old volunteer, supporting people with a disability on a holiday program.  She has also worked in in- ‐home, 
community and facility based respite. 

After gaining her qualification, Chantele commenced with Blairlogie in 2007 as a support worker.  She was 
appointed Team Leader prior to becoming an Assistant Program Manager in 2012. 

For the most part of her life Chantele has grown up with a family member with a disability and that’s what guided 
her towards working with other people with disabilities. She enjoys seeing people achieve milestone in their lives.  

Chantele is a strong advocate for people with a disability and is constantly striving for equality and respect for 
people with a  disability.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
On behalf of the Blairlogie Board of Management I am proud to present to you some of 
the highlights from the year that was 2013-2014.

The year 2013-14 was very exciting for Blairlogie. 
From awards to new initiatives, a focus on positioning 
ourselves to succeed in the future operating environment, 
recruitment of a new Board Member and some fantastic 
fundraising events, it has been a busy and fruitful year.

Blairlogie Living & Learning were announced as the 
winner of the 2013 Casey Business Awards Social 
Enterprise of the Year in October 2013.  It was an 
honour to represent Blairlogie at the Gala Dinner and 
share this recognition with clients, fellow Board members 
and staff of Blairlogie. The Social Enterprise Category 
was open to any charitable organisation or a community/
social enterprise trading in Casey with a social purpose 
and/or a not-for-profit basis making a positive impact on 
their society and or environment.

We were fortunate to recruit Ms Julia Hebb to the Blairlogie 
Board during the year. Julia brings to the Board more 
than 20 years’ experience in the multinational Corporate 
environment as well as corporate governance experience. 
Julia has been a great addition to the Board particularly her 
skill in financial analysis and reporting as well as business 
processes, all of which have improved over the last 12 
months. Julia has also led the Strategic Planning process 
for the organisation. We are continuing to work on Board 
Member recruitment to ensure that future Board members 
are recruited to compliment the skills, knowledge and 
experience of current Board Members.

Over the year we have continued to learn about the 
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). We have 
kept a close eye on what is happening in Barwon and 
how the NDIS is impacting on our colleagues in the trial 
sites. We know that the operating environment under the 
NDIS will be extremely different to what we are used to 
and we continue to strive towards positioning Blairlogie to 
be an organisation that adapts well to the new operating 
environment.  We will continue to work on those areas that 
have proven to lead to success in an NDIS landscape.

We have continued to grow our range of service offerings 
over the year. Through a successful partnership with the 
City of Casey we have developed Meet Me @. Running 
every second Saturday Meet Me @ offers opportunities 
for people with a disability living in the City of Casey to 
build and maintain friendships and to explore their local 
community. It is very pleasing to be part of an organisation 
that responds to the needs of not only people with a 
disability but also their families and carers. 

As many people know Blairlogie closes for six weeks 
during the year.  The six weeks when Blairlogie is not 
operating can be a difficult time for parents and carers 
who have work commitments or have little by way 
of formal or informal support during these periods. 
Blairlogie recognises the need to provide opportunities 
for people during these periods and with financial 
support from both the City of Casey and Alfred Health 
Carer Services we have been able to offer a range 
of activities for people with a disability aged over 18 
and living with their families or carer in the Southern 
Melbourne Area.  This initiative has been very popular 
and we have provided services to some people who 
have not received support from Blairlogie previously.

We have embarked on some new partnerships 
this year.  I would like to particularly acknowledge 
the support of the Cranbourne Rotary Club, who 
hosted a fantastic fundraising event in February. The 
Black Caviar Phenomenon, an amazing night held at 
Clover Cottage in Berwick with a highly entertaining 
and informative presentation from part owner Colin 
Madden. We were also the beneficiary of the Casey’s 
Got Talent concert, hosted by the Mayor of the City of 
Casey and the St John’s Quilters Quilt Exhibition. Being 
the beneficiary of such generous community support 
allows us to provide more opportunities and more 
support to people living with a disability.

Well, what a year, we have taken many successful 
steps in line with our Vision to be acknowledged and 
valued as a community based organisation, offering 
quality services that are client focused while at the 
same time offering a valuable resource and facility to 
the local community.  

I would like to thank my fellow Board Members for their 
continued efforts over the last twelve months. I would 
also like to thank Carolyn for her leadership and vision 
over the year as well as the team that has contributed 
to our enormous success over the year.

Carol Pollard

President
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
“The achievements of an organization are the results of the combined effort of each 
individual.” - Vince Lombardi

Vince Lombardi is best known for his success as 
coach of the Green Bay Packers during the 1960s, 
where he led the team to three straight and five 
total National Football League championships in 
seven years. Lombardi is considered by many to 
be one of the best and most successful coaches in 
NFL history. The National Football League’s Super 
Bowl trophy is named in his honour. This quote about 
the success of an organisation resonated with me as I 
reflect on the last twelve months at Blairlogie. There is 
no doubt that the long list of achievements, the growth 
of the organisation, the support we have gained from 
the communities in which we operate and the new 
funding we have attracted in the last twelve months 
has only be possible because of the efforts of each 
individual that contributes to Blairlogie.

Blairlogie has cemented its reputation as an 
organisation that has at the heart of its entire being, a 
desire to serve people with a disability and their families 
and carers, to support people with a disability to live full, 
rich lives and to experience all that life has to offer. This 
unwavering commitment to our purpose is evidenced 
by the long list of achievements Blairlogie has enjoyed 
in the last year. Some of these are mentioned in Carol 
Pollard’s Presidents report but there are still so many to 
share with you.

In August Blairlogie hosted a celebratory BBQ in 
recognition of the City of Casey Mayor Amanda 
Stapledon Walk for Disability 2013. After joining Mayor 
Stapledon for her final leg of the 75 kms across the 
City of Casey, walkers were welcomed at the gates of 
Blairlogie and Mayor Stapledon cut the ribbon before 
the formalities got under way. Blairlogie was proud to 
be part of the fantastic campaign to raise awareness 
about issues facing people with a disability and their 
carers. We also commend Cr Amanda Stapledon for 
her commitment to social justice issues.

Another annual highlight on the Blairlogie Calendar is 
the performance held at the Cranbourne Community 
Theatre in November. The exceptional talents of the 

performers of this performance was exceptional. With 
many commenting on the calibre of the talent and the 
professionalism of the behind the scenes efforts. Our 
ticket sales hit an all-time high of 216.

Blairlogie, in partnership with Statewide Autistic Services 
Inc. (SASI) embarked on an innovative partnership to 
recruit a Human Resources Consultant to be shared 
by the two organisations. In January Sandra Shaw 
was recruited to this position. Sandra has significant 
experience in Human Resources, most recently as 
General Manager Human Resources at Spotlight. 
Having such a valuable resource in the organisation 
has led to improvements in many areas of our people 
management processes. Work has been done on 
the way we recruit and induct new staff as well as our 
appraisal process. 

We introduced and Employee Assistance Program 
(EAP) during the year. Blairlogie places a very high 
priority on the overall quality of working life for 
employees, with a particular emphasis on the availability 
of work and life-balance arrangements intended to 
assist staff members work in ways which best fit both 
their personal needs and the needs of Blairlogie. An 
important strategy to assist staff in this regard is the 
provision of an Employee Assistance Program (EAP).

An EAP provides a short term intervention strategy, and 
is designed to give staff the opportunity to promptly 
address issues of immediate concern to them. The 
introduction of the EAP has been appreciated by many 
staff and I can see the benefits.

Rob Verruso, our Property Officer, retired in October 
after 15 years of service with Blairlogie. Rob 
commenced at Blairlogie as a support worker and later 
moved into the property officer role. Rob was such an 
enduring part of Blairlogie and he is missed, however 
we have heard of the wonderful adventures that he and 
wife Collette are embarking on in retirement.
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With Rob’s retirement we welcomed Terry Dieck to the 
Property Officer position. Terry came with a wide and 
diverse range of skills that have proved very useful to 
us. We welcome Terry.

As always with a property the size of Blairlogie there 
is always work to be done. During the year we have 
had the hothouse recovered, built raised garden beds, 
improved the staff kitchen, installed a security system 
and installed keyless access systems. All this has been 
on top of our annual maintenance schedule which is 
quite demanding.

The 2014 Blairlogie Open Day was again a huge 
success. While the weather wasn’t kind to us it not deter 
people from coming out and having a wonderful day. As 
always Blairlogie received tremendous support from the 
local community. Without this support the event would 
not continue to go from strength to strength.

I would like to acknowledge the Board for their 
continued support over the year and their preparedness 
to give their time, effort and energy to Blairlogie to make 
it the great organisation it is.

I would also like to acknowledge the Leadership 
Team for their hard work in a busy and often chaotic 
environment. To Bev, Shannon, Chantelle and Sandra, 
thank you.

To the thirty eight support staff that give their all to 
provide the best service they can every day, thank you.

To the volunteers that give the greatest gift of all, their 
time, thank you. Your contribution to Blairlogie never 
goes unnoticed.

To the ancillary team making sure all the behind the 
scenes work gets done, thank you.

To the drivers that get up early and ensure people get to 
Blairlogie safely, thank you.

To the people we support and their families and carers, 
thank you. It is for you that we are here and we hope 
that we make a positive difference in your life.

Carolyn Carr

Chief Executive Officer
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ACHIEVEMENTS AGAINST STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVES CONTINUED ON PAGE 19

In the twelve months to June 30 2014 we have…

Improved our Corporate Governance

(i) Recruited a new Board Member to bolster our depth of skill and experience in financial analysis and 
reporting.  This has led to the implementation of a separate finance committee. This Committee meets 
monthly to go through the financial reports in detail. The Committee looks at trends and variations in actual 
income and expenses against what was budgeted, and if necessary devises strategies to respond to the 
implications of such variances.

(ii) Advertised widely to attract another suitable Board member, based on the skills, knowledge and 
expertise required. To ensure Blairlogie flourishes in a new operating environment that is coming with the 
NDIS we know the importance of having a Board composition that includes marketing, legal, financial as well 
as community service skills and knowledge. We have taken steps to achieve such a Board composition.

Kept in touch with changes in the sector

(i) Deepened our knowledge and understanding of the NDIS through attendance at forums and briefings 
and conferences about the NDIS.  We have attended the NDS Essential NDIS briefing, the St Laurence 
Conference – The NDIS one year on, the NDS National CEO Conference and the NDS State Conference.  
All of had a distinct NDIS focus.  Attendance at these events demonstrates the organisations commitment 
to making sure we are well informed about the NDIS and potential implications and consequences.

Worked hard on improving internal processes

(i) Improved financial planning and budgeting processes in preparation for an NDIS operating 
environment.  This is an ongoing process.  We have refined many reporting and accounting procedures 
to ensure that the information we are looking at includes the necessary level of detail to identify, adapt and 
respond quickly to any necessary significant variances in expenses.

(ii) Recruited a Human Resources consultant to improve our people management processes, significant 
work has been done on reviewing position descriptions, employee appraisal system, recruitment and 
induction as well as training and development.

(iii) Ceased using agency staff and recruited our own casual staff, over the last two years we have 
reduced the expense of agency staff from $65K to nothing.  By employing our own casual staff this has 
led to better support for clients and greater consistency in the staff supporting them.  It has also meant that 
clients are supported by people that know them and understand their goals and interests as well as their 
support needs.

(iv) Continued work on costing, pricing and quoting, this is a significant piece of work that we continue to 
grapple with.  We are currently striving towards improving our data capture so we will be able to have a 
thorough understating of what it costs to deliver each of our services.  This knowledge will be crucial under 
the NDIS.

(v) Imbedded Quality Management into all operations, with the introduction of a full time position that 
focuses on quality it has been possible to ensure quality is prioritised in everything we do.  We have raised 
the level of staff knowledge and understanding about how quality is evidenced and what our requirements 
are under independent monitoring and outcome recording.
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CLIENT SERVICES REPORT
Another year has passed by and the team has experienced amazing success. 

Collaboratively we have enjoyed great things. This is only possible through the contributions of the people we 
support, their families and carers, paid staff and of course our wonderful volunteers. 

Each year we work hard to provide many opportunities to people we support and I guess we are just lucky enough 
to have such a unique environment that allows us to do so. It appears that people of the Blairlogie community go 
above and beyond my daily expectations to continue planning for and providing a positive quality service. The fact is 
that we are all driven by being proud of our environment and we are able to measure our success by the smiles on 
the faces of the people we support on a daily basis.

A warm welcome to our new support staff that have joined us over the last year.  All bring with them new skills, 
knowledge and expereinece to contribute to the team. Amy Bartholomeusz, Martine Hoyling, Chantele Phillips, Tricia 

Silvester, Vicky Noble, Tami Lednar and Steven Hart.

I cannot express enough my gratitude to all the people that have 
volunteered for Blairlogie over the past year, whether it was for 
one hour, one day or weekly on a regular basis, I know that your 
contributions have been invaluable to the people we support. Our 
regular Volunteers include Vince Coleman who assists in the Nursery 
and Woodwork areas, Charmaine Haakman who plays a very active 
role in the ‘Old House’ environment, Rochelle Garvie runs her own 
Candle making program and assists with the Performing Arts group. 
Rochelle also volunteered her time to attend the Blairlogie camp this 

year as well as the holiday program accompanied by her son Kyle. Shirley Duggan is a regular attendee of the Dmark 
music session’s and shares her skills with the cake decorating group. Ken Duggan helped over the holiday program 
working alongside Geoff Deslandies to produce the amazing Biscuit Tin Guitars, Charlton Braganza attended Dmark 
music and several holiday program activities. Then of course the Blairlogie Open day would not be possible if it didn’t 
receive such strong support from everyone that volunteered on the day.

Dmark music runs one to two times per month and involves creative music using well known radio songs, combined 
with sing along favourites to create an inclusive Sing Song music program that encourages group learning, singing 
and dance performing. This enjoyable fun program is then followed up by a sausage sizzle amidst the relaxing 
outdoor setting that Blairlogie provides and has had a strong volunteer support network to help with the success of 
this delightful program.
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Camp 2013

Anglesea Recreation Camp is located on the Great 
Ocean Road, a 90-minute drive from Melbourne 
amongst coastal bush land, home to native wildlife, 
stunning beaches, waterways and breathtaking 
views. This Camp provided a fantastic base for 
exploring the local area with popular day outings to 
the Split Point Light House, Werribee Open Range 
Zoo and then of course the best way for us to see 
the sights of Torquay was to be brave and take a 
ride on a small plane. 

The usual thrill seeking Giant swing was enjoyed by all along with the challenging rock climbing wall and canoeing.

Blairlogie’s Got Talent and Disco as always a popular evening with most people taking the spotlight to show off their 
skills whether in acting, singing, comedy or dancing.

New Opportunities

One very welcomed program by community members is our Blairlogie Mowing and garden maintenance crew 
that offers competitive prices and great service on lawn mowing, shrub and tree pruning, edge trimming, pathway 
sweeping, weed and rubbish removal. This team have developed their skills in all the above areas to now producing 
a professionally delivered service three days per week.

Our Cultural Awareness Program has explored the Indigenous Culture where participants took part in several 
excursions that included Baluk Art Gallery in Mornington to see art and craft projects in the making and speak 
with local artists. Local art galleries where exhibitions were held of Indigenous art and crafts, Bayside 
Coastal Indigenous Walk, Melbourne CBD to explore the Indigenous exhibitions at the National Gallery of Victoria 
and also went on an excursion to the Koori Trust Cultural Centre in Melbourne which has on display items from 
the only public collection in Victoria dedicated solely to Koorie art and culture. Other cultures being explored is the 
Chinese culture with a planned trip to Chinatown, Chinese Museum in Melbourne which is home of the Melbourne 
Dai Loong Association’s Millennium Dragon and housing exhibitions and displays showcasing the heritage and 
culture of Australia’s Chinese community.
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The Multimedia program has demonstrated some magnificent skills by producing a number of projects including 
Blairlogie’s first calendar, Theatre production DVD and the camp DVD. These weekly sessions provide training in 
studio lighting, camera usage, green screen, microphone, interview techniques and basic video and audio editing. 
This program will continue to mature with future projects ahead for Blairlogie’s promotional video and Paloma’s Ponds 
a local community production.

Music Jam has been a fun filled program that works on developing people’s skills and self-confidence. The idea of 
this is to use familiar songs on rotation to give people the chance to learn words, beats and actions depending on 
the song. Modified equipment such as the cordless headset microphones means that people of all abilities are able 
to actively participate within this program.  

The Performing Arts production was successfully held at Cranbourne Community Theatre with a sold out crowd. 
The production title was “Blairlogie’s Got Talent” which the participants created and contributed towards all scripted 
content and starred in their very own commercial. The commercial’s advertised everything from Toothpaste to weight 
loss shakes.

Some of the acts performed on the stage were a Kiss tribute band, Elvis tribute, Attitude a Dance duo, Dorman the 
Great a Magician, Flick singing, heavenly angels dancing gracefully, line dancing and even a rock n roll duo dancing 
up a storm. 

There was a mixture of live on stage performances and multimedia displayed on the back screen showing the 
commercials. The production was themed around a TV talent show with the acts performing on stage and getting 
judged by famous celebrities we had Dame Edna and Nikki Minaji and the show was hosted by none other than 
Cleopatra herself. 
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The Cake decorating group travels to Balla Balla Community 
Centre to use their kitchen facilities. Each participant has their own 
cooking equipment which consist of bowls, measuring equipment, 
cake decorating tools, and tins. The participants are learning the 
concepts of baking and following recipes and making baked goods 
from scratch. Once cooled participants are learning how to ice 
and use fondant icing or piping icing on using different techniques. 
The program has now grown enough that the participants each 
Wednesday bake various flavoured cupcakes and sell them to people 
and other groups at the Balla Balla Community Centre as well as 
back at Blairlogie.  

Together with the World Darts Association a fun filled Friday offers 
a variety of Satellite darts, live interactive music and indoor sports. 
The venue is a premium darts centre with over 20 dart boards, a 
large centre stage which is well equipped to host our Friday session. 
Volunteers are actively involved with all members to ensure that the 
time spent there is full of quality interactions.

Another exciting initiative is our partnership with Pearcedale primary school and the grade 6 classes that rotate on 
a weekly basis. This partnership promotes inclusion and celebrates diversity through a series of creative and fun 
practical projects.

Volunteering
This year we have had nineteen people volunteering in small groups amongst either Meals on Wheels, Regis 
Sherwood Park Aged Care facility and the Briars at Mount Martha. These individuals dedicate their time on a weekly 
basis to assist people or the environments accessed by community members.

Individually we have 5 people that are either working in a paid capacity or volunteer at the following places. 
Community Kids, Langwarrin and Blind Bight Community centre, Miss Maggy’s Café, Elpor, Ride ability, Canoe 
Innovations, Mornington Peninsula Youth Enterprises and the Epilepsy Foundation Op shop.

Shannon Conway    President
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1st 
No.19

Title: My Brother 
Artist: Daniel George 
Medium: Water Colour Painting

2nd
No.13 

Title: Stony Point Pelicans 
Artist: Darren Mills 
Medium: Water Colour Painting

3rd
No.10

Title: Stone Hedge 
Artist: Claire Johnson 
Medium: Mosaic (Pebbles)

ART COMPETITION
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CLIENT COMMITTEE REPORT
The new Client Committee was elected in March 2014. 
Members are Chris Eaton (President), Philip Cavanagh 
(Vice President), Lisa Pollard (Treasurer), Brooke Phillips 
(Vice Treasurer), Angus Kilpatrick (Secretary) and Iva 
James. Justin Greenland was elected but has since 
resigned his position. This year started with Melinda 
facilitating however, this changed during April when Paul 
B, started working with the committee. All the committee 
thank Melinda for all her hard work and support.

Last year’s Christmas Party was held at Lynbrooke Hotel. 
It was a huge success. This year we are hoping to host a 
Christmas Party and share it with our families/ Carers.

The Biggest Morning Tea was great again this year. We 
could not have achieved such success without the 
support of everyone. We would like to thank everyone for 
your generous support. This year also saw us supporting 
two other great causes Jeans for Genes day where we 
sold merchandise and charged a gold coin donation for 
people coming to work in denim. We also supported 
Purple Day by selling merchandise and wearing 
something purple to work. Purple Day was about raising 
awareness of epilepsy.

This year we have said goodbye to a number of staff 
Carol D, Koshy,  Steve C and Marilyn. We wish them all 
the best for the future and thanks for all your support over 
the time they were here. 

We had three major raffles this year Christmas, Easter 
and Father’s day the funds raised from these raffles 
help us maintain our bank balance so we can look at 
purchases in the upcoming year. We would like to take 
this time to once again thank all of the family and friends 
that donate prizes and buy our tickets, without this 
support we would not be able to do the things we wish 
to do. 

We have made some purchases this year including 
chairs for the common room, cups and other things for 
the common room all of these items are things that we 
have had requests for from our fellow clients and these 
purchases have a real positive impact on the clients.

This year we sadly lost our chickens, ducks and a goose 
to a fox attack. We have one goose left. But on the 
brighter note we have got two cats. We had a naming 

competition for them and their names are Bonnie and 
Clyde. They have settled in well and we love them.

We still have our Sponsor child Diogene he is doing well 
and we have also donated extra money to help others in 
his village to grow food and support them.

We are hoping to grow some partnerships this year with 
Pearcedale Primary School by holding our Mother’s and 
Father’s Day stalls with them and give our Clients the 
opportunity to interact with the community.

In Feb 2015 the client committee will be attending the 
Have Your Say Conference. It will be a great experience 
and we are hoping to present at this event

We are looking to change the focus of how we raise 
funds for the Client Committee and are looking at things 
like Merchandise selling.

Chris Eaton

Client Committee President
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FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT
CLIENT NUMBERS (EFFECTIVE FULL-TIME)

FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT 
Client Numbers (EFFECTIVE FULL-TIME)

30 June 2014 -
104.4

30 June 2013-
98

 

 

 

 

 

Blairlogie Living and Learning Inc full financial report for year ended 30 June 2014 is printed as a separate 
document and is available upon request 
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SERVICE ASSESSMENT
SERVICE	  ASSESSMENT	  
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Do	  you	  receive	  your	  choices?	  

Is	  your	  support	  plan	  reviewed	  annually?	  

Do	  staff	  listen	  to	  you	  and	  give	  the	  support	  you	  need?	  

Do	  you	  make	  the	  decisions	  about	  what	  you	  do	  in	  
programs?	  

Are	  there	  things	  you	  believe	  could	  be	  kept	  more	  
private?	  

Does	  Blairlogie	  support	  you	  to	  have	  friend	  (other	  than	  
staff)?	  

Do	  you	  think	  the	  client	  commi\ee	  does	  a	  good	  job?	  

Have	  you	  been	  given	  informaSon	  about	  how	  to	  make	  a	  
complaint?	  

Do	  you	  think	  Blairlogie	  staff	  members	  are	  skilled	  and	  do	  
a	  good	  job?	  

Do	  you	  feel	  safe	  and	  secure	  and	  is	  it	  easy	  to	  get	  around	  
at	  Blairlogie?	  

Consumer	  Assessment	  Results	  2013-‐2014	  

Do	  not	  
know	  

No	  

Yes	  

0	   10	   20	   30	   40	   50	   60	   70	  

Blairlogie	  provides	  me	  with	  relevant	  informaSon	  in	  a	  
Smely	  manner	  

I	  feel	  confident	  and	  comfortable	  raising	  my	  concerns	  if	  
dissaSsfied	  

Blairlogie	  has	  a	  clear	  and	  accessible	  point	  of	  contact	  for	  
various	  issues	  

If	  I	  raise	  a	  concern	  or	  query	  it	  is	  resolved	  or	  answered	  in	  
a	  Smely	  andeffecSve	  manner	  

People	  at	  Blairlogie	  are	  respecaul	  and	  knowledgeable	  
when	  dealing	  with	  families	  and	  carers	  

Blairlogie	  demonstrates	  a	  commitment	  to	  promoSng	  
and	  upholding	  people's	  rights	  

Blairlogie	  Supports	  people	  to	  understand	  their	  rights	  
and	  responsibiliSes	  

Blairlogie	  has	  acSviSes	  and	  opportuniSes	  available	  that	  
meet	  the	  needs	  of	  individuals	  

Parents	  and	  Carers	  Assessment	  Results	  2013-‐2014	  

Strongly	  
Disagree	  

Disagree	  

Neither	  
agree	  nor	  
disagree	  
Agree	  

Strongly	  
Agree	  
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ACHIEVEMENTS AGAINST STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVES CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Grown our range of services in response to the needs of the people we support and their families and carers

(i) Empowered staff and volunteers to establish new opportunities for people we support through 
encouraging staff to use their initiative and do the work of planning and implementing new opportunities.  
New opportunities that are now available include music lessons, recycled designs, photography, candle 
making and archery.

(ii) During the 2013-14 year we delivered forty nights of facility based respite as well as 51 days of 
community based respite.

(iii) Attracted new funding, this has been as a result in an increase in the number of people we support as 
well as our new service offerings of respite, Meet Me @ and the Blairlogie Holiday Program.  Overall our 
income increased by $555K from the 2012-13 year.

(iv) Sharpened our focus on employment and training opportunities for the people we support, this 
has included seven volunteering positions being secured by people we support.  It is hoped that we will 
build on these successes and the skills and experience people gain from volunteering will lead to paid 
employment in the future.

Boosted our presence in the community

(i) Forged new partnerships and fostered existing ones, of particular note are our ongoing relationships 
with the Pearcedale Primary School, Cranbourne Casey Men’s Shed, City of Casey, Alfred Health Carer 
Services and we are delighted that we have forged a very strong relationship with the Rotary Club of 
Cranbourne and the St John’s Anglican Parish.

(ii) Strengthened our relationship with the City of Casey, most obviously through our success in the 2013 
Casey Business Awards as well as our success in the Meet ME @ and Blairlogie Holiday Program as well as 
our participating in the Mayor’s Walk for Disability and being the benefactor from Casey’s Got Talent.
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BLAIRLOGlE VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
We are Iooking for motivated people who are interested in becoming volunteers at Blairlogie. Volunteering is a very 
rewarding experience and is a great opportunity to make a real difference to someone’s life.

Some of the opportunities available:

 k Programs at Blairlogie – Art, Craft, Ceramics, Pottery, Woodwork, Sewing, Cooking, Drama, Music, Literacy 
and Numeracy, and Self Reliance Skills.

 k Community Access – Transporting people to community activities such as recreation and leisure, evening 
activities, camps, neighbourhood houses, community centres and sports.

 k Supported Employment – Taking people to work and supporting them with ‘on-job’ training.

 k Transport – Driving buses to various activities (normal licence).

Volunteers will have:

 ( Good communication skills.

 ( Ability to work in a supportive team environment.

 ( Some experience in the disability field would be helpful.

 ( Drivers licence (if driving)

How can I become a Volunteer?

Blairlogie’s volunteer program is open to anyone 18 years and over - family and friends, school leavers, retirees, 
etc. If you would like to become a volunteer at Blairlogie please contact us on telephone 5978 7900 to arrange an 
interview where we will match your personal interests to volunteer opportunities. We provide training and arrange the 
necessary safety screening.

!– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –

DONATION

To: The Executive Officer 
 Blairlogie Living & Learning Inc. 
 PO Box 1440 
 PEARCEDALE 3912

Name: Mr / Mrs / Ms  ................................................................................................

Address:  .....................................................................................................................

  ....................................................................  Postcode  ................................

Please circle amount $5  $10  $20  $30  $40  $50  $ .............................

My cheque / money order for $ ...............................  is enclosed.

Signature:  .....................................................................................................................

DONATIONS OF $2 AND OVER ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE.
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